WHY IS THE FROGANS TECH IMPORTANT?
Improve on the Web?

You must be crazy!
The Web is great...
But it’s not perfect.
Things have changed since Tim Berners-Lee invented the Web 25 years ago...
Steve Jobs created the mobile Internet experience.
Edward Snowden showed us that the Web isn’t always as secure as we’d like.
Just like the Web, the Frogans software layer sits on top of the Internet.
Frogans brings added security by preventing malicious code from infecting a computer through a Frogans site.
Frogans addresses are truly international. Support all alphabets and writing systems.
Frogans sites will always look the same, whatever the device.
Like the Internet, Frogans is open & free

Anyone can use it, or improve it!
For developpers...

Frogans means sites that are easier, faster and cheaper to build.
For users...

Frogans means sites that are safer, work with any language, and look the same way on any device.
THIS IS WHY THE FROGANS TECH IS IMPORTANT
BECAUSE

It can help bring a safer, more universal Internet to the 2.7 billion that are already online… and the remaining 4.3 that aren’t.
Thank you
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